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Nadine Kuffner, Bild, 2017

The idea of jewellery is inevitably linked to a sense of honour in craftsmanship, to craftsmanlike
execution and accuracy. A double bond opens up - when you think of the combination of female
handwork, artisan skills, commitment and tradition. Ethos - habit, custom, responsibility and moral
stance - as an inherent scale of values, constitutes an alliance with pathos, with the gesture of
meaning, with the artisan imperative. It is a burden with the jewellery heritage.

The freedom of movement proves to be permanently restricted and the matter is still burdened and
contaminated by dogmatic guidelines and sentimental aesthetic associations.
Matzakow likes to start out from the material that stimulates her and sets the course for her contentbased examination. For example wood or nettle fibres. Their haptic and substantial qualities, apart
from their use as a remedy or in an archaic rhythm of life, refer to ritual connections, to powerful
symbolic signs, to the potential power of nature, its ornaments, to the anchoring of human action in a
fundamental primordial ground. It is at this interface that Matzakow positions herself in a radical way.
From the jewellery, she takes away the socially acquired shape, she builds it from brute stuff, from
worthless finds, from simple things, and concedes them an aesthetic that grows directly out of their
matter, which nevertheless inclines towards jewellery.
Kuffner, on the other hand, strives for free, expansive artistic gesture and action. She as well feels
uncomfortable with the conventional jewelry concept. Her works therefore break up the hierarchical
orders. The weight exceeds the carrying capacity, the object contradicts the format, the production
process bears witness of the refusals of clean and exact shaping, of the "significant" metal, of the
calculated, controlled procedure. Kuffner leaves herself - to a certain extent - to chance, to the
inherent conditionality of the material - and demonstrates courageously a determined separation
from diction and dogma. She chooses spontaneity, respect for the self-will and for the inherent laws
of tin, her current preferred material. "Where does jewellery end and where does a painting or
sculpture begin?", asks Kuffner. In her works, aspects that usually appear disconnected, flow
together.
A serious, ironic game, a revolt, a postulate, a resolutely rebellious handling are articulated in this
exhibition. It is time for an open debate, a repeated problematization and ongoing reflection on the
subject, keeping on discussions and perspectives that always raise the questions of identity and
expectation and never demand to decide. Can there be any fixed criteria after all? The joint
presentation of these two positions offers a lively confrontation, an exciting and captivating spectacle
of possible tendencies and options for jewellery.
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Lecture, Antwerp Research Institute for the Arts
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Tutoring of diploma project of Annekathrin Pohle, Burg Giebichenstein
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Scholarship of the Art Foundation Saxony-Anhalt, Germany
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